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ABSTRACT 
 
The purpose of this work is to investigate the sensitivity of parameters involved in 
a cascade of biochemical reactions occurring in photoreceptor cells in the retina 
of the eye. This cascade constitutes the first stage of the elaborate process of 
vision, by which light captured in a photoreceptor generates an electrical signal. It 
is this signal that travels to the brain enabling vision. 
 Sensitivity on parameters was performed on an ODE model of the 
biochemical cascade using two methods. One method used SimLab, a statistical 
sensitivity analysis program. We found that there are at most five important 
parameters out of the sixteen that affect the production of activated 
phosphodiesterase ( *PDE ) and the photoreceptor (electrical current) response 
(RR ). Another method performed was to vary each of the sixteen parameters 
separately over a range and observe the effect on *PDE ; this method also 
produced five most influential parameters essential to the production of *PDE . 
While the parameter rankings differed from one method to the other, the five 
parameters found using partial differential analysis of our ODE model agree with 
the parameters obtained via SimLab. 
 The second aspect of our problem involved looking at the effect of the 
variations of parameters on the time at which *PDE  and RR  attain their 
maximum values. Only three of the parameters highly affecting variations of 
*PDE  were also found to influence the time-of-peak values. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Mathematical models are often used to approximate complex scientific 
engineering, economic phenomena as well as in many other fields. In biological 
systems, a good understanding of cascade reactions involved in a biochemical 
model can be helpful in designing therapy for diseases and injuries; however this 
task is arduous when one considers the many parameters involved in cell 
signaling pathways and the interactions among them.  
This thesis is concerned with the process of phototransduction in rod 
photoreceptors in the retina. In previous works, various physiological [3], [16], 
[20], biochemical [5], [6], and mathematical [11], [18], [2], [12], [13], [4] models 
were developed to improve our understanding of the process describing 
mechanisms leading up to vision.  Here we employ the ODE model developed in 
[18], which is based on the detailed biochemical model of Hamer et.al [6]. 
With a mathematical model as a platform, sensitivity analysis becomes an 
important tool to improve process comprehension   and to identify the 
contribution of individual parameters to the production of the output of interest.  
Three of the many  analysis methods that have been developed [7], [8], [15], [17] 
were applied in this  work: (i) Random Sampling, which provides a 
straightforward way to study parameter-driven uncertainties in output [7], [8]; (ii) 
Latin Hypercube sampling which is an alteration to (i) in the sense that it is a 
stratified sampling method and allows for the extraction of large amounts of 
sensitivity information from  relatively small sample size [7], [8], [17]; (iii) 
differential analysis which approximates output sensitivity to parameters via 
partial differentiation of the model [15]. 
The phototransduction process starts when a photon of light enters the 
eye and is absorbed by a photoreceptor cell of the retina. The photoreceptor of 
interest here is the rod photoreceptor cell, which distinguishes between light and 
darkness and works well in dim light conditions. Rod photoreceptors are 
cylindrical cells of height 20-80 and diameter 1-12 microns (depending on the 
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animal), that contain a stack of 800-2000 coaxial “disc” bi-lipid membranes 
packed with various proteins and other molecules. A schematic diagram is shown 
in Fig 1. Once in the rod cell, the photon causes activation of a rhodopsin photo-
pigment molecule, which instigates a chain of reactions that ultimately results in 
an electrical impulse that sends a signal to the brain [20].  
      The main steps of the biochemical cascade, illustrated in Fig.2, are the 
following. Upon activation, the rhodopsin molecule can choose among three 
pathways, described in detail by the Hamer et.al model [6]. In the first pathway, 
activated rhodopsin acquires a phosphate ion from rhodopsin kinase; the second 
pathway consists of the inactivation of rhodopsin kinase via arrestine; in the final 
pathway, activated rhodopsin (
*
nR) reacts with non-active G-protein (G•GDP) and 
leads to its activation, also known as transducin molecule (Gα•GTP); transducin 
reacts with phosphodiesterase (PDE) to produce activated transducin-PDE 
complex (PDE*●Gα•GDP). In our study,  sensitivity  analysis techniques were 
used to identify  which of the many parameters entering  the mathematical model  
most strongly affect the production of  activated transducin-PDE complex 
(PDE*●Gα•GDP) , which will hereafter be referred to simply as *PDE . In addition 
to production of *PDE , the Hamer et.al [6] model describes the relative response 
(RR ) of the photoreceptor (electric current across the cell membrane, relative to 
that at darkness), which is affected by the depletion of cGMP and calcium ions 
(
2+Ca
) found in the cytosol of the rod cell,   The photoreceptor response is the 
quantity of greatest interest in phototransduction, and we study its sensitivity to 
the cascade parameters. 
  The next chapter provides detailed description of the biochemical and 
mathematical model of the cascade, followed by a description of theoretical 
background on sensitivity analysis methods in chapter 3. In chapter 4 the 
deterministic and statistical results are presented. Finally, in chapter 5 
conclusions are drawn. 
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Fig. 1 Rod Cell and Rhodpsin molecule 
 
 
Fig. 2 Activation steps of the phototransduction cascade in vertebrate photoreceptors 
(Pugh & Lamb, 2000). 
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CHAPTER II 
BIOCHEMICAL MODEL 
        
As mentioned above the cascade of reactions involved in the detailed 
biochemical model, developed by Hamer et.al [6], starts when a photon of light 
activates a rhodopsin molecule creating 
*
oR 
 
 
Reaction 1 1( )
2
* * , 0,...,7RK n
RK
k
n n prek
R RK R RK n⎯⎯→+ • =←⎯⎯⎯     (1) 
1( ) 1(0) , 0,...,7
n
RK n RKk k e n
ω−= = ,    (2) 
Reaction 2 3( )* * 1 , 0,...,7
RK nk
n pre n postR RK ATP R RK ADP n+• + ⎯⎯⎯→ • + =  (3) 
3( )
3( )
, 7,
0, 7.
RK n
RK n
k for n
k
for n
<⎧= ⎨ =⎩      (4) 
 
Reaction 3 4* *1 1 , 0,...,6.RK
k
n post nR RK ATP R RK n+ +• + ⎯⎯⎯→ + =    (5) 
 
Reaction 4 ( )* , 1,...,7.A nkn nR Arr R Arr n+ ⎯⎯⎯→ • =     (6) 
( ) (1) , 2,...7.A n Ak nk n= =      (7) 
 
Reaction 5 1( )
2
* * , 0,...,7G n
G
k
n nk
R G GDP R G GDP n⎯⎯→+ ⋅ • ⋅ =←⎯⎯⎯    (8) 
1( ) 1(0) , 1,...7.
n
G n Gk k e n
ω−= =      (9) 
 
Reaction 6 3
4
* * , 0,...,7G
G
k
n nk
R G GDP R G GDP n⎯⎯→• ⋅ • + =←⎯⎯    (10) 
Reaction 7 5* * , 0,...,7.Gkn nR G GTP R G GTP n• + ⎯⎯→ • ⋅ =    (11) 
Reaction 8 6* * , 0,...,7.Gkn nR G GTP R G GTP n• ⋅ ⎯⎯→ + ⋅ =    (12) 
Reaction 9 7 .G
kG GTP G GTP Gα βγ⋅ ⎯⎯→ ⋅ +      (13) 
 
Reaction 10 1 .p
kPDE G GTP PDE G GTPα α+ ⋅ ⎯⎯→ • ⋅     (14) 
Reaction 11 2 * .pkPDE G GTP PDE G GTPα α• ⋅ ⎯⎯→ • ⋅     (15) 
Reaction 12  
1
*
4.PDEPDE G GTP PDE G GDP PO
τ
α α• ⋅ ⎯⎯⎯→ • ⋅ +    (16) 
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One of the competing pathways, known as phosphorylation pathway, 
involves the binding of 
*
nR with rhodopsin kinase (RK), followed by consequent 
reactions. Rhodopsin has seven different sites at which phosphorylation can 
occur for a total of eight levels, denoted as 
*
nR, n=0, 1,...,7.  The first chemical 
equation (reaction 1) is a forward and reverse reaction; the forward reaction 
binds 
*
nR to rhodopsin kinase with rate constant kRK1(n) which decreases 
exponentially as 
*
nR gains more phosphates. On the other hand, the reverse 
reaction, with rate constant kRK2, is independent of the level of phosphorylation of 
*
nR. In reaction 2, adenosine triphosphate (ATP) reduces to adenosine 
diphosphate (ADP), thus releasing its phosphate to •*nR RKpre. Finally in 
reaction 3 the newly phosphorylated 
*
n+1R releases RK and the process starts all 
over again until maximum phosphorylation is reached. 
The second pathway, which is an alternative to the other two routes, does 
not start until 
*
nR has been phosphorylated as least once. It consists of one 
reaction, reaction 4, where the phosphorylated rhodopsin is deactivated when it 
binds to arrestine (Arr). 
The final pathway is responsible for the production of *PDE  and eventually 
vision. The reactions describing this pathway can be viewed as two processes: 
activation of inactive G-protein (reactions 5 – 9), then production of *PDE  
(reactions 10 – 12). The pathway starts with a reaction much like reaction 1, 
where 
*
nR binds to inactive G-protein (G•GDP) with forward rate constant kG1(n) 
and backward rate constant  kG2. The forward reaction constant decreases 
exponentially as the level of phosphorylation of rhodopsin increases, while the 
reverse remains   independent of it. Subsequently, cascade reactions 6 – 8 
describe release of GDP, followed by uptake of GTP at rate kG5. In reaction 8, 
activated rhodopsin 
*
nR and inactive transducin (G•GTP)   combine into a 
complex.  Finally, activated transducin, produced via reaction 9, reacts with 
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phosphodiesterase to form the activated transducin-PDE complex, 
PDE*●Gα•GDP, which is what we call *PDE  for short. 
The production of *PDE  ends the cascade of reactions taking place on the 
surface of discs of the rod cell; the next stage takes place in the cytoplasm of the 
photoreceptor where cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP), and calcium 
ions (
2+Ca
) can diffuse.  The nucleotide cGMP is responsible for keeping open 
the ion channels on the plasma membrane of the photoreceptor; thus, in 
darkness, a steady influx of calcium ions is maintained, known as dark current.  
The effect of light is to produce *PDE  on the discs, which depletes cGMP in the 
cytoplasm, which closes some of the ion channels, which lowers the 
concentration of 
2+Ca
 in the cell, thus reducing the dark current. This reduction 
in dark current, called the photoreceptor response, is the electrical signal that 
travels to the brain and gives rise to vision. 
Overall, the biochemical cascade is described by 66 chemical reactions.  
However, we are only interested in tracking the reactions that contribute to the 
production of *PDE , which involves 50 reactions with 16 parameters, listed in 
Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Primary parameters in the biochemical model, 
 and their nominal values (from [6]) 
ω  0.6 3Gk  1000 s-1 
[ ]1(0)RKk RK  110 s-1 [ ]4Gk GDP  4,000 s-1 
2RKk  50 s
-1 [ ]5Gk GTP  1,000 s-1 
( ) [ ]3 0RKk ATP  200 s-1 6Gk  2,000 s-1 
4RKk  200 s
-1
7Gk  200 s
-1 
( ) [ ]1Ak Arr  0.15 s-1 [ ]1pk PDE  200 s-1 
( ) [ ]1 0Gk G GDPi  10,000 s-1 2pk  200 s-1 
2Gk  500 s
-1
1PDE
τ − 1/3 s-1 
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 Employing mass action kinetics, Patton [19] translated the reactions into a 
system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to derive the rate of change of 
each molecular species. He compared the solution of the ODEs (Fig.3) with 
direct stochastic simulations of the reactions using the Biochemical Network 
Stochastic Simulator (BioNetS) [1], and verified their agreement. This gives us 
confidence that the ODE system does indeed represent the biochemical 
reactions. 
The next stage, leading from *PDE  to the photoreceptor response, has 
been modeled at various levels, [18], [11], [6], [12], [13], [4].  A comparison of 
bulk and spatially resolved models appears in [14].  Here we employ the bulk 
model of [6], which requires only 8 additional ODEs to determine the 
phototoreceptor response. 
Thus, our model of the phototransduction process, from photon to 
response, consists of 58 ODEs with 16 primary parameters. For convenience, 
the species have been named y1,…,y68, the rate constants have been named 
k1,…,k43, and the quantities in Table 1 have been relabeled as shown in Table 2. 
The resulting ODE system is listed in Appendix A.  
 
 
Table 2. List of regrouped and relabeled parameters, 
 in the ODE system and their nominal values 
ω  0.6 
36k  1000 s
-1 
1 9k y  110 s
-1
37 53k y  4,000 s
-1 
9k  50 s
-1
38 54k y  1,000 s
-1 
10 18k y  200 s
-1
39k  2,000 s
-1 
18k  200 s
-1
40k  200 s
-1 
20 27k y  0.15 s
-1
41 66k y  200 s
-1 
27 36k y  10,000 s
-1
42k  200 s
-1 
35k  500 s
-1
43k  1/3 s
-1 
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 The only quantity that can be measured experimentally is the time 
evolution of the relative response, RR(t). The relative response, RR , is 
defined as dark
RR︵ t︶ =1- J︵ t︶ J , with darkJ  the dark current and J(t)  the 
current at time t. It looks very similar to PDE*(t) seen in Fig.3. Crucial 
characteristics of such curves are their peak values, PDEpeak, RRpeak, and the 
times at which they occur, PDEpktime, RRpktime.  Conveniently, these are just 
numbers, as opposed to functions, which makes it much easier to quantify how 
they are affected when the parameters are varied. Thus we focus on the effect of 
parameter variation on the numbers PDEpeak, PDEpktime and RRpeak, 
RRpktime. 
 
 
Fig. 3 PDE* production from phosphorylation levels, 
 n=0 (green) to n=8 (red), obtained from ODE simulation 
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CHAPTER III 
TECHNIQUES FOR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
 
Two methods were used to evaluate the sensitivity of our ODE model: The 
deterministic method and the statistical method performed using the SimLab 
software package from the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission 
[21]. 
 
3.1 Differential Sensitivity Analysis 
Differential analysis [15], also known as direct method, is widely used for 
sensitivity analysis. This method is based on partial differentiation of the model 
with respect to each input parameter (one-at-a-time). The relationship existing 
between input and output thus results in a set of partial derivatives quantifying 
the rate of change in output relative to the change in input. This is much harder to 
do for ODEs since usually an explicit solution cannot be found. 
 
Consider an ODE system: 
 
' ( , ),y f y p=         (17) 
 
where ( )y t is a vector of ns states, ( )1 2, ,..., pnp p p=p a vector of np model 
parameters and f the column vector of the state time derivatives. If a solution to 
Eq. (17) exists, the sensitivity matrix of the system, iS  that describes how 
variations in the i-th parameter near a particular point op  in parameter space 
influence the state trajectories, may be defined:  
 
( , ),
, 1, 2,...,
o o
i p
i y y t p p p
yS i n
p = =
⎛ ⎞∂= =⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠    (18) 
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where ∂y/∂pi is the partial derivative measuring the effect of perturbing ip  around 
a nominal value oip , evaluated at 
op p= . A popular alternative to Eq. (18) is  
 
( , ),
, 1, 2,...,
o o
i
i p
i y y t p p p
pyS i n
p y = =
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞∂= =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
   (19) 
 
 Multiplying by pi/y normalizes the quotient and removes the effects of units.  
When the partial derivatives cannot be found analytically, as is typically the case, 
the partial derivative iS  can be approximated by a finite difference as follows: 
 
( ) ( ), ,i i i
i i
y t p p y t py
p p
+ Δ −⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞∂ ≅⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥∂ Δ⎝ ⎠ ⎣ ⎦
    (20) 
 
where ipΔ  is a perturbation of the parameter vector.  The differential analysis 
method is applied to the model and results are presented and discussed in § 4.1 
 
3.2 Statistical SA techniques 
Statistical sensitivity analysis techniques are based on elaborate statistical 
sampling and factor analysis methods. They provide various sensitivity indicators 
which convey a global (as opposed to local) sense of sensitivity.  The basic idea 
is to draw samples of parameter values (based on assumptions on how each 
parameter is distributed), execute the model on each sample (set of parameter 
values) to obtain values of the output of interest, and analyze the output 
statistically. Thus, the four major steps in carrying out statistical SA are: 
• Assumptions on parameter distributions 
• Sample set generation 
• Output generation 
• SA analysis 
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3.2. 1 Parameter distribution specification 
The first step is to specify the range and probability distribution of each 
parameter, on the basis of which samples will be drawn. In this work, we assume 
that each parameter is either uniformly or normally distributed. 
Uniformly distributed on an interval [a, b] means that any value between a 
and b is equally likely to occur.   
In the case of normal distribution, the required values for a parameter ip  are its 
mean iμ  and standard deviation iσ : The density of the normal distribution is 
defined as: 
  
( ) 21 1( ) exp
22
i i
i
ii
p
f p
μ
σσ π
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ −⎡ ⎤−⎢ ⎥= ⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠ ⎣ ⎦
   (21) 
 
3. 2.2   Sample set generation 
Sample generation is obtained from the joint distribution on the input 
parameters ( )1 2, ,..., pnp p p=p . Two sampling methods were used in this work 
Random Sampling (RS) and Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS).  
Random Sampling, or crude Monte Carlo sampling, of sample size N, 
selects points from different regions within the sample space according to the 
probability of occurrence of the regions. Each sample element is selected 
independently of all other sample elements. To illustrate this point let’s consider 
two (np = 2) uniformly distributed parameters p1 =A and p2 = B, and sample size 
N = 4.  The range of each parameter is divided into four random intervals (N = 4) 
and values A1, …, A4 are chosen based on the cumulative distribution function for 
A. Similarly, values B1,…, B4 are chosen for B.  The four pairs pk = [Ak, Bk], k = 
1,…,4 constitute a random sample for p = [A, B]. However, random sampling 
provides little confidence that points from any particular subregion will be 
selected especially points in subregions with low probability are less likely to be 
picked.  
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          To remediate this problem one uses Latin Hypercube Sampling. LHS 
ensures full coverage of the input sample space [17] by means of “strata”. Each 
parameter’s range is divided into N (=sample size) non-overlapping intervals of 
equal probability. Then values are selected randomly from each interval, one at 
the time without replacement. In case of 3 parameters (p1, p2, p3) the sample 
matrix is generated as follows: the N values randomly selected from p1 are paired 
randomly and without replacement with the N values obtained for p2. These N 
pairs combine randomly with N values obtained for p3 to form N triples. This 
process is continued for higher dimensional input until a set of N np-tuples is 
formed which constitutes an LHS sample of size N.  
 
3.2.3 Sensitivity indicators 
Upon generation of N sample parameter values  
1 2, ,..., pk k knp p p⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦kp k =1,2,...,N  
we solve the system of ODEs with each np-tuple kp  via the FORTRAN program 
listed in Appendix B, to generate the corresponding values of PDEpeak, 
PDEpktime, RRpeak, RRpktime which constitute the model output 
( ) ,k k kY = Y p k =1,...,N  
 The final step of the statistical analysis relies on different methods which 
enable one to investigate the relationship between inputs kp  and outputs Yk, k= 
1,…, N. There are six methods available  in SimLab:  Pearson product moment 
correlation coefficient (PEAR), Spearman coefficient (SPEA) which is based on 
ranks of PEAR, Partial Correlation Coefficient (PCC), Partial Rank Correlation 
Coefficient (PRCC), Standardized Regression Coefficient (SRC), and 
Standardized Rank Regression Coefficient (SRRC).In this  work the two method 
examined were PCC/PRCC and SRC/SRRC. 
 The standardized regression coefficient (SRC) of a parameter measures 
the effect of varying the parameter away from its mean by a fixed fraction of its 
standard deviation while the other parameters remain constant [10], [17]. The 
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larger the absolute value of SRC, the higher the influence of the parameter on 
the output. The sign of SRC indicates if increasing the parameter results in 
increasing (+) or decreasing (-) the output. 
Partial correlation coefficients (PCC) measure pairwise correlations after the 
effects of the other variables have been removed [9], [17] 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROCEDURES AND RESULTS: 
 
 
4.1 Deterministic Procedure and results: 
 As described earlier this method consists in varying one parameter at a 
time while holding the others fixed [15] at their nominal values (Table 2). Each 
parameter’s base (nominal) value was varied by 20%, while leaving the others 
fixed; then a centered finite difference approximation was used to obtain (∂Y/∂pi) 
equivalent to ∂(variable)/∂(parameter). From the output obtained, a sensitivity 
ranking was obtained for PDEpeak and PDEpktime, with the results shown in 
Table 3. The analysis is local in nature since it involves small perturbations 
around the nominal values.  
 We found 27 36k y , 36k , 38 54k y  to be the top three parameters affecting 
positively variation in PDEpeak, in other words, an increase in each of these 
parameters   results in an increase in the value of PDEpeak; 1 9k y , 37 53k y , and 
35k  ranking respectively 4th, 5th and 6th were found also to influence PDEpeak 
output, however an increase in 1 9k y , 37 53k y , or 35k    results in decrease for 
PDEpeak. These observations are illustrated in Fig 4. As for PDEpktime, 
parameters 27 36k y , 1 9k y , 35k , 43k , and 10 18k y  were found to be most influential (Fig 
5).  Among the influential parameters only 27 36k y  was found to once again have a 
positive correlation with time-of-peak output values while the remaining five 
parameters were negatively correlated to the output values 
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Table 3. Differential SA:  sensitivities and rankings. 
Sensitivity from Partial Derivative w.r.t. to parameter 
 PDEpeak PDEpktime 
Parameters Deriv@base Rank Deriv@base Rank 
ω -57.17099 7 -0.5030 5 
1 9k y  -71.12943 4 -0.9950 2 
9k  +14.36124 9 +0.2025 9 
10 18k y  -13.63387 10 -0.2205 6 
18k  +0.44225 13 -0.0210 13 
20 27k y  -8.73351 11 -0.2100 7 
27 36k y  +93.90417 1 1.0605 1 
35k  -66.60182 6 -0.7510 3 
36k  +88.40771 2 -0.0585 11 
37 53k y  -70.29531 5 +0.0465 12 
38 54k y  +74.85153 3 -0.2090 8 
39k  +2.11203 12 -0.0805 10 
40k  +0.0010266 14 -0.0050 14 
41 66k y  +0.0010266 14 -0.0050 14 
42k  +0.0010266 14 -0.0050 14 
43k  -42.111458 8 -0.6250 4 
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Fig. 4  Variation of PDEpeak as one parameter is changed by  
±20% of base value.  
 
Fig. 5 Variation of PDEpktime as one paramater is changed by 
 ±20% of base value. 
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4.2 Statistical method 
 The main window of the SimLab statistical software, shown in Fig. 6, 
consists of three parts going from left to right: Pre-processor, Processor, and 
Post-processor, all of which contribute to sensitivity analysis in five major steps: 
The statistical Pre-processor is responsible for two steps; first, one must 
assign a distribution that would characterize the uncertainty in each parameter. 
For this purpose Uniform and Normal distributions were chosen. The names of 
the sixteen main parameters were entered individually in the Pre-processor and 
each was assigned a probability distribution.  The file was then saved as input file 
UNIF.fac or NORMAL.fac. Next, we specify a sampling method, a seed, the 
desired number of samples to be generated, and a name for the file, e.g. 
LHS1000.sam. 
 
 
Fig. 6 SimLab Panel  
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The SimLab Processor enables computation of the output file for the post-
processor analysis. While SimLab allows the user to build simple internal models, 
in our case computations are done externally.  A FORTRAN code for the ODE 
model was run on UNIX machine and the output stored in a file with the correct 
format.   The FORTRAN code reads each row of a samples file generated by 
SimLab (set of 16 parameter values), solves the ODE system via forward Euler 
time-stepping, and computes the corresponding values of PDEpeak, PDEpktime 
and RRpeak, RRpktime.    The output file obtained from the FORTRAN code, 
e.g.  “LHS1000.out” is then loaded   in the Post-processor window.   
The statistical Post-processor of SimLab performs the last two steps which 
are uncertainty analysis and sensitivity analysis. Uncertainty analysis determines 
the uncertainty in the output; sensitivity analysis on the other hand quantifies the 
dependence between input and output variables using various sensitivity analysis 
estimators (§3.2.3). In this experiment PRCC and SRRC analysis estimators 
were used;  
SimLab produces various types of graphical and table output. One type of 
graphical output is seen in Fig 7, (PRCC for output file LHS1000.out). It shows 
the PRCC index of each parameter for both PDEpeak and PDEpktime. Other 
types of table and graphical SimLab output are shown later. 
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Fig. 7 Example of SimLab graphical output (PRCC index). 
 
First, we looked at the relationship between the number of samples, the 
convergence of the mean, and the sampling method (RS, LHS).  Normal 
distributions were assigned to our sixteen parameters and the effects on 
PDEpeak were examined after a certain number of probabilistic realizations. 
From the mean values (which served as indicator of convergence) shown in 
Table 4 and plotted in Fig 9, it was observed that Latin Hypercube Sampling 
requires fewer samples to obtain reasonable convergence results compared to 
Random Sampling. In the case of Latin Hypercube Sampling the mean value of 
convergence was around ~ 126 molecules whereas random sampling saw its 
values fluctuate: 124 ~ 127 molecules. Thus LHS does include low probability-
high consequence samples of the input sample space which Random Sampling 
leaves out during the generation of the input sample to give us a better average 
statistical measure.  
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Table 4. Mean values of PDEpeak for various sample sizes of LHS and RS samples, 
with normally distributed parameters. 
# of samples LHS_NORMAL RS_NORMAL 
500 126.7701 123.8368 
1000 125.9728 124.5303 
1500 126.2361 127.001 
2500 126.2361 127.3007 
4000 126.1460 125.979 
7000 126.1002 126.4405 
10000 126.1785 125.6645 
15000 126.0187 126.3577 
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Fig. 8 Plot of Table 5 
 
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, sensitivity analysis was 
conducted using two main statistical estimators, PRCC and SRRC. Statistical 
analysis requires large sample sizes for the experimenter to observe some kind 
of trend; thus we used sample size ranging from 500 – 15000.   
  21 
The pairing between input/output data was investigated by looking at each 
sampling method individually. The tables below show PRCC and SRRC rankings 
for Random Sampling via uniform and normal distribution (Table 5), and for Latin 
Hypercube Sampling (Table 6); shown in these tables is the comparison between 
PDEpeak and RRpeak values. The remaining tables (7 and 8) present the 
analogous results for the quantities PDEpktime and RRpktime.  While 
performing sensitivity analysis of the ODE model, our sixteen parameters were 
divided in two groups: influential parameters (top 8 parameters) and non-
influential parameters (bottom 8). Tables and figures shown below keep track of 
the top 8 parameters on their influence on PDEpeak, RRpeak and PDEpktime, 
RRpktime… 
 In the left-half of Table 5, the top six influential parameters on PDEpeak 
ranked in the following descending order: 27 36k y , 36k , 38 54k y , 1 9k y , 37 53k y , and 
35k . These positions were maintained for the most part as the sample size 
increased from 500 to 15000. RRpeak output had the same parameters as 
influential but in the following descending order; 36k , 38 54k y , 27 36k y , 1 9k y , 37 53k y , 
and 35k . This order of parameter ranking is valid for sample size 1000 – 15000, 
whereas for sample size 500 1 9k y  and 37 53k y   interchanged ranking position.  
 The right-half of Table 5 lists the top eight influential parameters from 
normal distribution associated with Random Sampling. The six most influential 
parameters for PDEpeak were: 27 36k y , 36k , 37 53k y , 38 54k y , 1 9k y , and 35k .  Here 
parameters 1 9k y , and 35k  interchanged positions as the sample sized increased.  
In case of RRpeak output the descending order for influential parameters were 
found to be: 36k , 37 53k y , 27 36k y , 38 54k y , 35k , and finally 1 9k y . The position 
between 35k , 1 9k y , and 27 36k y , 38 54k y  changed among themselves in small sample 
size (500 – 1000) but stabilized with larger sample size.  
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 Concerning rankings from uniform versus normal distribution, 
disagreement occurs with the positions in the rankings. In the case of PDEpeak   
both distribution methods agree on the position of 27 36k y , 36k , and 35k   as 1st, 
2nd and 6th respectively, but disagree on the position of 38 54k y , 1 9k y , 37 53k y  
which are 3rd, 4th and 5th for uniform versus 4th, 5th, and 3rd for normal 
distribution. 
 Tables 6 shows the rankings of parameters for Latin Hypercube Sampling 
associated with uniform and normal distributions.   In the left-part of Table 7, the 
descending order for PDEpeak was 27 36k y , 36k , 38 54k y , 1 9k y , 37 53k y , and 35k . In 
the case of RRpeak the descending order of ranking obtained was 36k , 38 54k y , 
27 36k y , 1 9k y , 37 53k y , and 35k . Ranking order for LHS–uniform was found to be 
more stable with increasing sample size for both outputs. The right-half of Table 
6, showing LHS–normal, the descending order for PDEpeak is 27 36k y , 37 53k y , 36k , 
38 54k y , 1 9k y , 35k . However the ranking order does not stabilize until sample size 
10000; as for   RRpeak output ranking order was found to be 37 53k y , 36k , 27 36k y , 
38 54k y , 35k , 1 9k y , and we observe that ranking order of influential parameters 
stabilizes at much smaller sample size.  
 When comparisons are drawn between PDEpeak and RRpeak outputs 
clear differences of ranking order of parameters can be observed; for example, 
parameter 27 36k y  ranks 1st for PDEpeak versus 3rd for RRpeak. Furthermore, 
when one looks at ranking order for LHS–uniform versus LHS–normal, it is found 
for PDEpeak output that 27 36k y , 35k  have the same position 1st and 6th but 36k , 
38 54k y , 1 9k y , and 37 53k y  have positions 2, 3, 4, 5 versus 3, 4, 5, 2 Similarly, 
differences between LHS–uniform and LHS–normal for RRpeak are: 36k , 38 54k y , 
1 9k y , 37 53k y , and 35k  have positions 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 versus 2, 4, 6, 1, 5 whereas 
27 36k y  maintains the same position (3rd) for both LHS–uniform and LHS–normal. 
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 Tables 7 and 8 present similar parameter rankings for the time-of-peak 
quantities PDEpktime and RRpktime... 
 Random Sampling is used in Table 7 to analyze the rankings of influential 
parameters. In the case RS–uniform ( left-part of Table 8) the descending order 
of the top six  influential parameters for PDEpktime is 27 36k y , 1 9k y , 35k , 43k , 
10 18k y , and ω. Stability in rankings here is observed around 7000 samples; prior 
to this number of samples the bottom three parameters ( 43k , 10 18k y , and ω) 
interchange their ranking positions. RRpktime output has the following 
descending order: 27 36k y , 1 9k y , 35k , 43k , ω, 38 54k y . Stability in ranking order here 
occurs much earlier. Comparison between rankings for PDEpktime and 
RRpktime reveal that 27 36k y , 1 9k y , 35k , are the top three parameters, whereas  in 
the bottom three parameters 38 54k y   replaces 10 18k y ; furthermore the ranking 
positions are found to be different.  
In the case RS–normal (the right-part of Table 7) the descending ranking 
order of influential parameters for PDEpktime is found to be  27 36k y , 1 9k y , 35k , 
43k , 9k , ω; and for RRpktime is 27 36k y , 1 9k y , 35k , ω, 43k , 9k . Stability in the order 
of influential parameters occurs much earlier for PDEpktime than for RRpktime. 
Once again there is agreement on the position of the top three parameters: 
27 36k y , 1 9k y , and 35k , however the bottom three parameters 43k , 9k , and ω are 
ranked in different order: 
 Finally, Table 8 lists rankings for Latin Hypercube Sampling. In LHS–
uniform, the influential parameters for PDEpktime in descending order are  1 9k y , 
27 36k y , 35k , 43k , 10 18k y , 38 54k y , whereas for RRpktime they are  27 36k y , 1 9k y , 35k , 
43k , ω, 38 54k y . Both PDEpktime and RRpktime rankings show stability when the 
sample size increases. Parameters 35k , 43k , and 38 54k y  maintain the same 
position while of the remaining parameters 1 9k y , 27 36k y , see their ranks 
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interchange from PDEpktime ranking to RRpktime; similarly case is observed 
for, 10 18k y   and ω.  
LHS–normal has the following descending order for PDEpktime: 27 36k y , 
1 9k y , 35k , 43k , 9k , and ω. For RRpktime the descending order is: 27 36k y , 1 9k y , 
35k , ω, 43k , and 9k . Once again the top three parameters agree and the bottom 
disagree on the ordering position when comparison between rankings of 
PDEpktime and RRpktime is considered.  
 
In summary, the consensus of statistical sensitivity analysis methods is as 
follows: 
• for PDEpeak and RRpeak, the six most influential parameters are  36k , 
27 36k y , 37 53k y , 38 54k y , 1 9k y , 35k  and least influential are 18k , 39k , 40k , 41 66k y , 
42k . 
• for PDEpktime and RRpktime, five parameters are found most influential; 
they are 27 36k y , 1 9k y , 35k , 43k , and ω. Least influential are: 18k , 39k , 40k , 
41 66k y , and 42k . 
After the rankings (Tables 5 – 9), follow the plots (Figures 9 – 17) associated with 
them.  In these plots the most influential parameters are located on either 
extremities of the y-axis and the least influential parameters are closer to the x-
axis.  
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Table 5. Parameter rankings for PDEpeak and RRpeak: 
Random Sampling with uniform and normal distribution 
 RS – Uniform RS – Normal 
PDEpeak RRpeak PDEpeak RRpeak 
# samples parms PRCC SRRC PRCC SRRC PRCC SRRC PRRC SRRC 
 
 
 
500 
k1y9 4 4 5 5 6 6 6 6 
k27y36 1 1 3 3 1 1 4 4 
k35 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 
k36 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 
k37y53 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 
k38y54 3 3 2 2 4 4 3 3 
ω 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7 
 
 
 
1000 
k1y9 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 
k27y36 2 2 2 2 1 1 3 3 
k35 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
k36 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 
k37y53 5 5 5 5 3 3 2 2 
k38y54 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 
ω 7 7 8 8 7 7 7 7 
 
 
 
4000 
k1y9 4 1 4 4 6 6 6 6 
k27y36 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 
k35 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 
k36 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 
k37y53 5 5 5 5 3 3 2 2 
k38y54 3 3 2 2 4 4 4 4 
ω 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
 
 
 
7000 
k1y9 4 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 
k27y36 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 
k35 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 
k36 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 
k37y53 5 5 5 5 3 3 2 2 
k38y54 3 3 2 2 4 4 4 4 
k43 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 
ω 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7 
 
 
10000 
k1y9 4 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 
k27y36 2 2 2 2 1 1 3 3 
k35 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 
k36 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 
k37y53 5 5 5 5 3 3 2 2 
k38y54 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 
k43 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 
ω 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 
 
 
 
15000 
k1y9 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 
k27y36 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 
k35 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 
k36 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 
k37y53 5 5 5 5 3 3 2 2 
k38y54 3 3 2 2 4 4 4 4 
k43 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 
ω 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 
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Table 6. Parameter rankings for PDEpeak and RRpeak: 
LHS with uniform and normal distribution 
 LHS - Uniform LHS – Normal 
PDEpeak RRpeak PDEpeak RRpeak 
# samples parms PRCC SRRC PRCC SRRC PRCC SRRC PRCC SRRC 
 
 
 
500 
k1y9 4 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 
k27y36 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 
k35 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 
k36 2 2 1 1 3 3 2 2 
k37y53 5 5 5 5 2 2 1 1 
k38y54 3 3 2 2 4 4 4 4 
ω 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
 
 
 
1000 
k1y9 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 6 
k27y36 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 
k35 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 
k36 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 
k37y53 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 1 
k38y54 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 
k43 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 
 
 
 
 
4000 
k1y9 4 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 
k27y36 2 2 3 3 1 1 3 3 
k35 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 
k36 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 
k37y53 5 5 5 5 3 3 2 2 
k38y54 3 3 2 2 4 4 4 4 
k43 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 
ω 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7 
 
 
 
7000 
k1y9 4 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 
k27y36 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 
k35 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 
k36 2 2 1 1 3 3 2 2 
k37y53 5 5 5 5 2 2 1 1 
k38y54 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 
k43 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
ω 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
 
 
10000 
k1y9 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 
k27y36 2 2 3 3 1 1 3 3 
k35 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 
k36 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 
k37y53 5 5 5 5 3 3 2 2 
k38y54 3 3 2 2 4 4 4 4 
k43 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 
ω 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7 
 
 
 
15000 
k1y9 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 
k27y36 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 
k35 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 
k36 2 2 1 1 3 3 2 2 
k37y53 5 5 5 5 2 2 1 1 
k38y54 3 3 2 2 4 4 4 4 
k43 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 
ω 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7 
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Table 7. Parameter rankings for PDEpktime and RRpktime: 
Random Sampling with uniform and normal distribution 
 RS – Uniform RS – Normal 
PDEpktime RRpktime PDEpktime RRpktime 
# samples parms PRCC SRRC PRCC SRRC PRCC SRRC PRCC SRRC 
 
 
 
500 
k1y9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
K9 7 7 8 8 5 5 6 6 
k35 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
K27y36 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
K38y54 8 8 6 6 8 8 8 8 
K43 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 
ω 5 5 5 5 6 6 4 4 
 
 
 
1000 
k1y9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
K9 7 7 8 8 5 5 6 6 
k35 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
K27y36 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
K38y54 6 6 6 6 9 9 9 9 
K43 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 
ω 8 8 5 5 6 6 4 4 
 
 
 
 
4000 
k1y9 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
K9 8 8 8 8 5 5 6 6 
K10y18 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 
k35 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
K27y36 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
K38y54 6 6 6 6 9 9 7 7 
K43 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 
ω 5 5 5 5 6 6 4 4 
 
 
 
7000 
k1y9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
K9 8 8 8 8 5 5 6 6 
K10y18 5 5 6 6 8 8 7 7 
k35 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
K27y36 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
K38y54 7 7 7 7 9 9 8 8 
K43 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 
ω 6 6 5 5 6 6 4 4 
 
 
10000 
k1y9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
K9 8 8 8 8 5 5 6 6 
K10y18 5 5 7 7 8 8 8 8 
k35 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
K27y36 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
K38y54 7 7 6 6 9 9 7 7 
K43 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 
ω 6 6 5 5 6 6 4 4 
 
 
 
15000 
k1y9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
K9 8 8 8 8 5 5 6 6 
K10y18 5 5 7 7 8 8 8 8 
k35 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
K27y36 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
K38y54 7 7 6 6 9 9 7 7 
K43 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 
ω 6 6 5 5 6 6 4 4 
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Table 8. Parameter rankings for PDEpktime and RRpktime: 
LHS with uniform and normal distribution 
 LHS – Uniform  LHS – Normal 
PDEpktime RRpktime PDEpktime RRpktime 
# samples parms PRCC SRRC PRCC SRRC PRCC SRRC PRCC SRRC 
 
 
 
500 
k1y9 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
K9 8 8 8 8 5 5 6 6 
k35 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 
K27y36 2 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 
K38y54 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 8 
K43 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 
ω 7 7 5 5 6 6 4 4 
 
 
 
1000 
k1y9 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
K9 7 7 8 8 5 5 6 6 
k35 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 
K27y36 2 2 1 1 3 3 3 3 
K38y54 8 8 6 6 9 9 9 9 
K43 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 
ω 6 6 5 5 6 6 4 4 
 
 
 
 
4000 
k1y9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
K9 8 8 8 8 5 5 6 6 
K10y18 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 8 
k35 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 
K27y36 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 
K38y54 7 7 7 7 9 9 7 7 
K43 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 
ω 6 6 5 5 6 6 4 4 
 
 
 
7000 
k1y9 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
K9 8 8 8 8 5 5 6 6 
K10y18 5 5 7 7 8 8 7 7 
k35 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 
K27y36 2 2 1 1 3 3 3 3 
K38y54 7 7 6 6 9 9 8 8 
K43 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 
ω 6 6 5 5 6 6 4 4 
 
 
10000 
k1y9 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
K9 8 8 8 8 5 5 6 6 
K10y18 5 5 7 7 8 8 8 8 
k35 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 
K27y36 2 2 1 1 3 3 3 3 
K38y54 7 7 6 6 9 9 7 7 
K43 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 
ω 6 6 5 5 6 6 4 4 
 
 
 
15000 
k1y9 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
K9 8 8 8 8 5 5 6 6 
K10y18 5 5 7 7 8 8 8 8 
k35 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 
K27y36 2 2 1 1 3 3 3 3 
K38y54 6 6 6 6 9 9 7 7 
K43 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 
ω 7 7 5 5 6 6 4 4 
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Fig. 9 SA indices vs sample-size for PDEpeak:  LHS–normal: rankings of all parameters 
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PDEpeak: PRCC_RNDuniform
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Fig. 10 SA indices vs sample-size for PDEpeak and RRpeak: RS - uniform 
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PDEpeak: PRCC_RNDnormal
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PDEpeak: SRCC_RNDnormal
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Fig. 11 SA indices vs sample-size for PDEpeak and RRpeak: RS – normal 
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PDEpeak: PRCC_LHSuniform
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Fig. 12 SA indices vs sample-size for PDEpeak and RRpeak: LHS – uniform 
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PDEpeak: PRCC_LHSnormal
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Fig. 13 SA indices vs sample-size for PDEpktime and RRpktime: LHS – normal 
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PDEpktime: PRCC_RNDuniform
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Fig. 14 SA indices vs sample-size for PDEpktime and RRpktime: RS – uniform 
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PDEpktime: PRCC_RNDnormal
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Fig. 15 SA indices vs sample-size for PDEpktime and RRpktime: RS – normal 
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PDEpktime: PRCC_LHSuniform
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Fig. 16 SA indices vs sample-size for PDEpktime and RRpktime: LHS – uniform 
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PDEpktime: PRCC_LHSnormal
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Fig. 17 SA indices vs sample-size for PDEpktime and RRpktime: LHS – normal 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 Multiple events occur when a photon of light enters the eye ultimately 
resulting in vision. These events described by a cascade of biochemical 
reactions, have been mathematically modeled by an ODE system (of 58 ODEs) 
involving 16 parameters, result in the activation of *PDE and actual production of 
the photoreceptor response.  Thus it is vital to study the effects of uncertainty of 
parameters on the ODE system to detect which ones account for variation on the 
output. Sensitivity analysis is a powerful tool that can accomplish this task.  Two 
sensitivity analysis techniques were applied to our ODE model and the results 
obtained were discussed. 
Sensitivity analysis of our ODE model used two approaches: a 
deterministic approach that involved a direct variation of one parameter at a time 
and the estimation of its partial derivative while keeping the remaining 
parameters constant. On the other hand, statistical analysis was performed using 
the SimLab statistical software. SimLab proved itself to be a convenient and very 
powerful tool for statistical sensitivity analysis.  It was discovered while using the 
software that statistical sensitivity analysis requires at least 1000 runs for 
reasonable agreement among the different methods. The LHS sampling method 
was found to converge with smaller sample size than the Random Sampling 
method. Furthermore, the results of LHS statistical method agree more closely 
with the direct deterministic method, while Random sampling does not agree to 
the same extent; thus stratification involved in LHS sampling effectively covers 
the range of uncertainty in input parameters. 
Overall, statistical SA agreed with the deterministic SA as to which 
parameters influence the ODE model the most. The parameters 27 36k y , 36k , 
38 54k y , 1 9k y , 37 53k y , 35k  were found to be most influential on PDEpeak and also 
on the RRpeak (although with different order in the rankings).   Concerning the 
  39 
peak times, PDEpktime and RRpktime, parameters 27 36k y , 1 9k y , 35k , 43k , and ω 
were determined to be influential.  
 It is clear from the sensitivity analysis that both *PDE  and RR  peak 
values and times-of-peak are affected most strongly by parameters 27 36k y , 1 9k y , 
35k . These parameters represent respectively ( ) [ ]1 0Gk G GDPi , ( ) [ ]1 0RKk RK , 2Gk   
(see Table 1). They affect cascade pathway one and three (section 2), more 
precisely the starting reactions in both pathways. While this result aligns with 
one’s intuition of what parameters might strongly affect the *PDE  and RR  
outputs, intuition fails us when one considers parameter 2pk  (≡ 42k ). 2pk   is the 
last rate constant that directly affects the production of *PDE and by default the 
production of RR , so one might expect it to have a strong influence.  However, 
both deterministic and statistical analysis rank it no higher than 13th out of 
sixteen parameters. In short, it is of little importance as far as its effect is 
concerned on both outputs.  
A key reason for studying mathematical models via sensitivity analysis is 
to provide a more specific determination of which  are the most important 
parameters that might lead to regulation of the process leading to vision. In this 
work, we have identified the most important parameters on which future 
experimental research should focus.  
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Appendix A 
    The system of ODEs for each of the species involved in the production of 
PDE* is the following. 
( )1 9 10 1 1 9 19 27 27 36 35 37 39 55dy dt k y y k y k y k y k y k y= − + + + +  
( )2 9 11 2 2 9 20 27 28 36 18 19 35 38 39 56dy dt k y y k y k y k y k y k y k y= − + + + + +  
( )3 9 12 3 3 9 21 27 29 36 18 20 35 39 39 57dy dt k y y k y k y k y k y k y k y= − + + + + +  
( )4 9 13 4 4 9 22 27 30 36 18 21 35 40 39 58( )dy dt k y y k y k y k y k y k y k y= − + + + + +  
( )5 9 14 5 5 9 23 27 31 36 18 22 35 41 39 59dy dt k y y k y k y k y k y k y k y= − + + + + +  
( )6 9 15 6 6 9 24 27 32 36 18 23 35 42 39 60dy dt k y y k y k y k y k y k y k y= − + + + + +  
( )7 9 16 7 7 9 25 27 33 36 18 24 35 43 39 61dy dt k y y k y k y k y k y k y k y= − + + + + +  
( )8 9 17 8 8 9 26 27 34 36 18 25 35 44 39 62dy dt k y y k y k y k y k y k y k y= − + + + + +  
10 1 9 1 9 10 18 19dy dt k y y k y k y= − −  
11 2 9 2 9 11 18 20dy dt k y y k y k y= − −  
12 3 9 3 9 12 18 21dy dt k y y k y k y= − −  
13 4 9 4 9 13 13 22dy dt k y y k y k y= − −  
14 5 9 5 9 14 18 23dy dt k y y k y k y= − −  
15 6 9 6 9 15 19 24dy dt k y y k y k y= − −  
16 7 9 7 9 16 16 25dy dt k y y k y k y= − −  
17 8 9 8 9 17dy dt k y y k y= −  
19 10 18 10 18 19dy dt k y y k y= −  
20 11 18 11 18 20dy dt k y y k y= −  
21 12 18 12 18 21dy dt k y y k y= −  
22 13 18 13 18 22dy dt k y y k y= −  
  45 
23 14 18 14 18 23dy dt k y y k y= −  
24 15 18 15 18 24dy dt k y y k y= −  
25 16 18 16 18 25dy dt k y y k y= −  
( )37 27 36 1 37 35 36 37 53 45dy dt k y y y k k k y y= − + +  
( )38 28 36 2 38 35 36 37 53 46dy dt k y y y k k k y y= − + +  
( )39 29 36 3 39 35 36 37 53 47dy dt k y y y k k k y y= − + +  
( )40 30 36 4 40 35 36 37 53 48dy dt k y y y k k k y y= − + +  
( )41 31 36 5 41 35 36 37 53 49dy dt k y y y k k k y y= − + +  
( )42 32 36 6 42 35 36 37 53 50dy dt k y y y k k k y y= − + +  
( )43 33 36 7 43 35 36 37 53 51dy dt k y y y k k k y y= − + +  
( )44 34 36 8 44 35 36 37 53 52dy dt k y y y k k k y y= − + +  
( )45 36 37 45 37 53 38 54dy dt k y y k y k y= − +  
( )46 36 38 46 37 53 38 54dy dt k y y k y k y= − +  
( )47 36 39 47 37 53 38 54dy dt k y y k y k y= − +  
( )48 36 40 48 37 53 38 54dy dt k y y k y k y= − +  
( )49 36 41 49 37 53 38 54dy dt k y y k y k y= − +  
( )50 36 42 50 37 53 38 54dy dt k y y k y k y= − +  
( )51 36 43 51 37 53 38 54dy dt k y y k y k y= − +  
( )52 36 44 52 37 53 38 54dy dt k y y k y k y= − +  
55 38 54 45 39 55dy dt k y y k y= −  
56 38 54 46 39 56dy dt k y y k y= −  
  46 
57 38 54 47 39 57dy dt k y y k y= −  
58 38 54 48 39 58dy dt k y y k y= −  
59 38 54 49 39 59dy dt k y y k y= −  
60 38 54 50 39 60dy dt k y y k y= −  
61 38 54 51 39 61dy dt k y y k y= −  
62 38 54 52 39 62dy dt k y y k y= −  
62
63 39 40 63
55
i
i
dy dt k y k y
=
= −∑  
64 40 63 41 66 64dy dt k y k y y= −  
67 41 66 64 42 67dy dt k y y k y= −  
68 42 67 43 68dy dt k y k y= −  
 
The variable y68 is our PDE*. The experiment here focuses on single photon 
response, hence the initial values for the above ODEs were set as follows:  
1 1y =   (which represents 
*
oR ) , and 2 68
[y ,..., y ] = 0
. 
 
Next, the “back-end” model describes the levels of cGMP, Ca2+, and 
intracellular calcium buffers which are species affected by PDE* production; 
their respective concentrations are: g, c, and cb. 
( ) ( )( )*max1 dark submc
dg PDE g
dt c K
α β β= − −+  
( ) ( ) ( )02
cgn
Ca dark dark
Ca b
cyto
f J g gdc c c dc dt
dt FV
γ= − − −  
( )1 2b T b bdc dt K e c c K c= − −  
Then the photocurrent is computed as  
( )( ) cgndarkP t g g=  
  47 
and finally the relative response, in percent, is ( ) 100(1 ( ))t P t= −RR . 
 
The initial values for g, c, and c
b 
are found by setting the above 3 ODEs equal to 
zero, substituting the values from Table 9, and solving for g, c, and c
b
. The initial 
value for all other species was set to zero. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 9. Coefficients for the back-end cGMP-Ca system 
maxα  87μM s-1 darkJ  42 pA 
cK  0.11 μM darkg  4 μM 
m  2 cgn 3 
darkβ  1 s-1 Caγ  77 s-1 
subβ  0.00038 s-1 darkc  0.5 μM 
Caf  0.16 0c  0.05 μM 
F  0.096485 s
-1μmol-1 1K  0.2 μM
-1s-1 
cytoV  1 pL 2K  0.8 s
-1 
  Te  850 μM 
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Appendix B 
Fortran code for the numerical solution of the ODE system listed in Appendix A. 
 
!---- cascade.f      Hamer etal.2003 cascade model with all 8 stages--- 
 program cascade 
   implicit double precision(a-h, k, o-z) 
 parameter (Ny = 68, Nparms = 16) 
 dimension y(Ny), yn(Ny)  
 
!============================ notation================================= 
! y1 = R_0 =R0*=photons = 1 
! y2=R_1 y3=R_2 y4=R_3 y5=R_4 y6=R_5 y7=R_6 y8=R_7 !*not needed: y9=RK 
! y10=R_0.RKpre y11=R_1.RKpre y12=R_2.RKpre y13=R_3.RKpre y14=R_4.RKpre 
! y15=R_5.RKpre y16=R_6.RKpre y17=R_7.RKpre     !*not needed:y18=ATP 
! y19=R_1.RKpost y20=R_1.RKpost y21=R_1.RKpost y22=R_1.RKpost 
! y23=R_1.RKpost y24=R_1.RKpost y25=R_1.RKpost 
!*not needed: y26=ADP, y27=Arr, y28-y35 = R_n.Arr, n=0..7,  y36=G.GDP 
! y37=R_0.G.GDP y38=R_1.G.GDP y39=R_2.G.GDP y40=R_3.G.GDP 
! y41=R_4.G.GDP y42=R_5.G.GDP y43=R_6.G.GDP y44=R_7.G.GDP 
! y45=R_0.G y46=R_1.G y47=R_2.G y48=R_3.G y49=R_4.G 
! y50=R_5.G y51=R_6.G y52=R_7.G!*not needed: y53=GDP y54=GTP not needed 
! y55=R_0.G.GTP y56=R_1.G.GTP y57=R_2.G.GTP y58=R_3.G.GTP y59=R_4.G.GTP 
! y60=R_5.G.GTP y61=R_6.G.GTP y62=R_7.G.GTP y63=G.GTP y64=G_a.GTP 
!*not needed: y65=G_beta_gamma 
!*not needed: y66 = PDEs, enters only via k41y66 
! y67=PDE.Ga.GTP  --> y68=PDE^*.Ga.GTP=: PDE =: PDEstar <--  
!*not needed: y69=PDE.Ga.GDP y70=PO_4 
!---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
!............................ read dat file ........................... 
 open(unit=44, file='dat') 
 read(44,*) tmax, Dt, Nout 
 close(44) 
 
 Nmax  = tmax/Dt + 1 
 dtout = tmax/Nout 
 
!............................ read samples file ....................... 
         open(66, file='LHS15000_uniform.sam') 
      read(66,*)   !!......skip labels 
      read(66,*), Nsample !!......Number of samples 
      read(66,*)   !!......Skip labels 
      read(66,*)              !!......skip labels 
 
         open(99, file='LHS15000_uniform.out', status='unknown') 
      write(99,70) 
  70  format('2') 
   write(99,72) 
  72  format('PDEpeak' ) 
   write(99,74) 
  74  format('PDEpeaktime') 
  49 
       write(99,76) 
  76  format('time = no') 
       
       write(99,*) Nsample 
!----------------------------Start of samples Loop--------------------- 
      do i=1,Nsample 
 read(66,*), k1y9, k9, k10y18, k18, k20y27, k27y36, k35,   
     &  k36, k37y53, k38y54, k39, k40, k41y66, k42, k43, omega 
 
!------------------- base parameters from Hamer etal.2003 ------------- 
!  k1y9   = 110    !!=k_RK1(0)RK, k[2..8]y9=k1y9*e^(-om*n)=k_RK1(n) 
!  k9     = 50     !!=k_RK2 
!  k10y18 = 200    !!=k_RK3(0)ATP, then k[11..17]y18=k10y18 
! !*   k17=k_RK3(7)==0 should not appear 
!  k18    = 200    !!=k_RK4 
! !*   k19=k_A(0) no such, should not appear 
!  k20y27 = 0.15   !!=k_A(1)Arr, then k[21..26]=n*k20y27 = k_A(n) 
!  k27y36 = 1.d4   !!=k_G(0)G.GDP, k[28..34]=k27*exp(-omega*n) 
!  k35    =  500   !!=k_G2 
!  k36    = 1000   !!=k_G3 
!  k37y53 = 4000   !!=k_G4 GDP 
!  k38y54 = 1000   !!=k_G5 GTP 
!  k39    = 2000   !!=k_G6 
!  k40    =  200   !!=k_G7 
!  k41y66 = 200    !!=k_P1 PDE 
!  k42    = 200    !!=k_P2 
!  k43    = 1.d0/3 !=1/tau_PDE 
!  omega  = 0.6d0 
!................ combinations of rates:......................... 
      e1om = exp(-omega) 
      e2om = e1om * e1om 
      e3om = e2om * e1om 
      e4om = e3om * e1om 
      e5om = e4om * e1om 
      e6om = e5om * e1om 
      e7om = e6om * e1om 
  kk1yy36  = k1y9 + k27y36 
  kk9yy18  = k9 + k10y18 
  k35k36   = k35 + k36 
  kk37yy54 = k37y53 + k38y54 
!..................... parameters for back-end model:................ 
 darkJ  = 42.d0 
 cGdark = 4.d0 
 Cadark = 0.5d0 
 Ca0    = 0.05d0 
 Kcyc   = 0.11d0 
 mCa    = 2 
 mcG    = 3 
 betadark = 1.d0 
 betasub= 38.d-5 
 kB1    = 0.2d0 
 kB2    = 0.8d0 
        Btot   = 850.d0 
 fCa    = 0.16d0 
 Faraday= 96475.d0 
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 Vcyto  = 1.d0 
 coef   = 1.d6 * darkJ * .5*fCa/(Faraday * Vcyto) 
   !..... 1.d6 factor comes from units.  
 !.......... For consistent steady-state, evaluate gCa: 
  gCa  = coef / (Cadark - Ca0) 
 !.......... For consistent steady-state, evaluate alphamax: 
  alphamax = betadark*cGdark*(1+(Cadark/Kcyc)**mCa) 
 
 !.......... buffer at dark: .............................. 
    Bdark = Btot*kB1*Cadark /(kB1*Cadark + kB2) 
 
!--------------------- initial values-----------------------------  
    time = 0.d0 
  nsteps = 0 
    tout = MAX(Dt, dtout) 
 PDEpeak = 0.d0 
  RRpeak = 0.d0 
 
   y(1) = 1.d0  !! R_0 =R0*=photons  
 DO j = 2, Ny 
  y(j) = 0.d0 
 ENDDO 
   cG = cGdark 
   Ca = Cadark 
    B  = Bdark 
  RR = 0.d0 !! =relative response 
 
!---------------------- forward Euler time stepping ------------------- 
 100  continue 
 
      DO n = 1, Nout 
   nsteps = nsteps + 1 
 
!... old values needed in other ODEs, so use yn(j) for new y(j): ...... 
  yn(1) = y(1) + Dt * (k9*y(10)       + k35*y(37) + k39*y(55) 
     &           - y(1)*kk1yy36) 
  yn(2) = y(2) + Dt * (k9*y(11) + k18*y(19)+k35*y(38)+k39*y(56) 
     &           - y(2)*(kk1yy36*e1om + 1 *k20y27)) 
  yn(3) = y(3) + Dt * (k9*y(12) + k18*y(20)+k35*y(39)+k39*y(57) 
     &           - y(3)*(kk1yy36*e2om + 2 *k20y27)) 
  yn(4) = y(4) + Dt * (k9*y(13) + k18*y(21)+k35*y(40)+k39*y(58) 
     &           - y(4)*(kk1yy36*e3om + 3 *k20y27)) 
  yn(5) = y(5) + Dt * (k9*y(14) + k18*y(22)+k35*y(41)+k39*y(59) 
     &           - y(5)*(kk1yy36*e4om + 4 *k20y27)) 
  yn(6) = y(6) + Dt * (k9*y(15) + k18*y(23)+k35*y(42)+k39*y(60) 
     &           - y(6)*(kk1yy36*e5om + 5 *k20y27)) 
  yn(7) = y(7) + Dt * (k9*y(16) + k18*y(24)+k35*y(43)+k39*y(61) 
     &           - y(7)*(kk1yy36*e6om + 6 *k20y27)) 
  yn(8) = y(8) + Dt * (k9*y(17) + k18*y(25)+k35*y(44)+k39*y(62) 
     &           - y(8)*(kk1yy36*e7om + 7 *k20y27)) 
 yn(10) = y(10) + Dt * (k1y9*y(1) - kk9yy18*y(10)) 
 yn(11) = y(11) + Dt * (k1y9*y(2)*e1om - kk9yy18*y(11)) 
 yn(12) = y(12) + Dt * (k1y9*y(3)*e2om - kk9yy18*y(12)) 
 yn(13) = y(13) + Dt * (k1y9*y(4)*e3om - kk9yy18*y(13)) 
 yn(14) = y(14) + Dt * (k1y9*y(5)*e4om - kk9yy18*y(14)) 
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 yn(15) = y(15) + Dt * (k1y9*y(6)*e5om - kk9yy18*y(15)) 
 yn(16) = y(16) + Dt * (k1y9*y(7)*e6om - kk9yy18*y(16)) 
 yn(17) = y(17) + Dt * (k1y9*y(8)*e7om - kk9yy18*y(17)) 
 yn(19) = y(19) + Dt * (k10y18*y(10) - k18*y(19)) 
 yn(20) = y(20) + Dt * (k10y18*y(11) - k18*y(20)) 
 yn(21) = y(21) + Dt * (k10y18*y(12) - k18*y(21)) 
 yn(22) = y(22) + Dt * (k10y18*y(13) - k18*y(22)) 
 yn(23) = y(23) + Dt * (k10y18*y(14) - k18*y(23)) 
 yn(24) = y(24) + Dt * (k10y18*y(15) - k18*y(24)) 
 yn(25) = y(25) + Dt * (k10y18*y(16) - k18*y(25)) 
 yn(37) = y(37) + Dt*(k27y36*y(1)     -k35k36*y(37)+k37y53*y(45)) 
 yn(38) = y(38) + Dt*(k27y36*y(2)*e1om-k35k36*y(38)+k37y53*y(46)) 
 yn(39) = y(39) + Dt*(k27y36*y(3)*e2om-k35k36*y(39)+k37y53*y(47)) 
 yn(40) = y(40) + Dt*(k27y36*y(4)*e3om-k35k36*y(40)+k37y53*y(48)) 
 yn(41) = y(41) + Dt*(k27y36*y(5)*e4om-k35k36*y(41)+k37y53*y(49)) 
 yn(42) = y(42) + Dt*(k27y36*y(6)*e5om-k35k36*y(42)+k37y53*y(50)) 
 yn(43) = y(43) + Dt*(k27y36*y(7)*e6om-k35k36*y(43)+k37y53*y(51)) 
 yn(44) = y(44) + Dt*(k27y36*y(8)*e7om-k35k36*y(44)+k37y53*y(52)) 
 yn(45) = y(45) + Dt * (k36*y(37) - kk37yy54*y(45)) 
 yn(46) = y(46) + Dt * (k36*y(38) - kk37yy54*y(46)) 
 yn(47) = y(47) + Dt * (k36*y(39) - kk37yy54*y(47)) 
 yn(48) = y(48) + Dt * (k36*y(40) - kk37yy54*y(48)) 
 yn(49) = y(49) + Dt * (k36*y(41) - kk37yy54*y(49)) 
 yn(50) = y(50) + Dt * (k36*y(42) - kk37yy54*y(50)) 
 yn(51) = y(51) + Dt * (k36*y(43) - kk37yy54*y(51)) 
 yn(52) = y(52) + Dt * (k36*y(44) - kk37yy54*y(52)) 
 yn(55) = y(55) + Dt * (k38y54*y(45) - k39*y(55)) 
 yn(56) = y(56) + Dt * (k38y54*y(46) - k39*y(56)) 
 yn(57) = y(57) + Dt * (k38y54*y(47) - k39*y(57)) 
 yn(58) = y(58) + Dt * (k38y54*y(48) - k39*y(58)) 
 yn(59) = y(59) + Dt * (k38y54*y(49) - k39*y(59)) 
 yn(60) = y(60) + Dt * (k38y54*y(50) - k39*y(60)) 
 yn(61) = y(61) + Dt * (k38y54*y(51) - k39*y(61)) 
 yn(62) = y(62) + Dt * (k38y54*y(52) - k39*y(62)) 
 
!......................... for 5 stages: ................ ............ 
 yn(63) = y(63)+Dt*(k39*(y(55)+y(56)+y(57)+y(58)+y(59)+y(60) 
     &        +y(61)+y(62)) - k40*y(63)) 
 yn(64) = y(64) + Dt * (k40*y(63) - k41y66*y(64)) 
!* yn(66) = y(66) + Dt * (- k41y66*y(64)) 
 yn(67) = y(67) + Dt * (k41y66*y(64) - k42*y(67)) 
 yn(68) = y(68) + Dt * (k42*y(67) - k43*y(68)) 
 ! y68 is PDE*(t), which we need for the rest of the model 
 
!............................ the "back-end" cG-Ca system: ........... 
 cGn = cG + Dt*(alphamax / (1 + (Ca/Kcyc)**mCa) 
     &    - (betadark + betasub * y(68)) * cG) 
       Bdot = kB1*(Btot - B)*Ca - kB2* B 
 Can = Ca + Dt*(coef*(cG/cGdark)**mcG 
     &   - gCa*(Ca - Ca0) - Bdot) 
  Bn = B + Dt* Bdot 
!--------------------------- end of single Euler update--------------- 
 
 
!................. update values of all variables: ................. 
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    time = time +  Dt 
  DO j=1,Ny 
  y(j)  = yn(j) 
  ENDDO 
    PDE = y(68) 
      cG = cGn 
      B  = Bn 
      Ca = Can 
 
 !........... compute photocurrent: 
  cGcGd = (cG/cGdark)**mcG 
    cGJ = darkJ * cGcGd  
    RR  = (1 - cGcGd) * 100 
 
 !............ find PDEpeak and peaktime: 
     PDEpeak = MAX(PDEpeak, PDE) 
 if(PDEpeak .EQ. PDE) then 
     PDEpktime = time 
 endif 
 !............ find  RRpeak and peaktime: 
      RRpeak = MAX(RRpeak, RR) 
 if(RRpeak .EQ. RR) then 
      RRpktime = time 
 endif 
 
      ENDDO !! n ------- end of time-stepping over one timestep ------ 
 
 if(time .LT. tout) goto 100 
     tout = tout + dtout 
 
!--------------------- end of Euler time-stepping --------------------- 
 if(nsteps .LT. Nmax) goto 100 
 
      write(99,55) PDEpeak, PDEpktime, RRpeak, RRpktime 
       
 55 format(1x, 2(g14.6, 4x, f6.3) ) 
       
      enddo !!!of do i=1,Nsample 
 close(66) 
 
      write(99,*) 
 close(99) 
  
 end 
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